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Abstract. In this work, we study the unsupervised video object segmentation problem where moving objects are segmented without prior
knowledge of these objects. First, we propose a motion-based bilateral
network to estimate the background based on the motion pattern of
non-object regions. The bilateral network reduces false positive regions
by accurately identifying background objects. Then, we integrate the
background estimate from the bilateral network with instance embeddings into a graph, which allows multiple frame reasoning with graph
edges linking pixels from different frames. We classify graph nodes by
defining and minimizing a cost function, and segment the video frames
based on the node labels. The proposed method outperforms previous
state-of-the-art unsupervised video object segmentation methods against
the DAVIS 2016 and the FBMS-59 datasets.
Keywords: video object segmentation · bilateral networks · instance
embeddings
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Introduction

The goal of video object segmentation (VOS) is tracking moving objects with
accurate masks. It serves as an important pre-processing step in video understanding. The mask of the target object can assist many vision tasks, such as
action recognition and visual effects. There are two VOS scenarios depending
on whether the tracked target is indicated or not. The former is called semisupervised VOS while the latter is called unsupervised VOS or primary object
segmentation. The moving objects being tracked and the remaining regions are
referred to as foreground and background, respectively.
We focus on the unsupervised scenario in this work. Since the target objects
are unknown, many unsupervised VOS methods rely on motion cues, i.e., optical
flow [2], [15], to find the objects to be tracked. A commonly used architecture
is a dual-branch convolutional neural network [5], [16], [32], consisting of an
appearance branch and a motion branch, which take the RGB frames and optical
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Fig. 1. Compare the proposed method with the dual-branch network in [32]. Instead of
training a deep motion branch to generate motion features, we propose a light bilateral
network based on motion and objectness, which identifies the background by finding
regions that have similar motion patterns with low-objectness regions

flow as their input, respectively, as shown at the top of Fig. 1. Although the
network is jointly trained with appearance and motion, it may not be able to
build the correspondence between foreground and motion patterns. For example,
if all cars move in the training data, cars will always be labeled as foreground.
The network may map car’s appearance to foreground directly while ignoring
the motion pattern. Then, static cars may become false positives in inference.
In this work, we aim at building the correspondence between motion patterns and foreground/background directly. A motion-based bilateral network
(BNN) for background estimation is proposed to integrate the appearance information (i.e., objectness) and optical flow, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. More
specifically, the bilateral network is trained to model the motion patterns based
on optical flow in the non-object region (inferred by the objectness map from
the appearance branch) and identify regions with similar motion patterns. It is
worthwhile to point out that bilateral networks have previously been used to
propagate masks temporally in [17], but in the proposed method, bilateral networks are adopted to extend the background region spatially from non-object
regions to static objects. Then, to leverage the inter-frame similarity, a graph
composed of pixels from consecutive frames is constructed, with the similarity
defined based on the instance embeddings [9]. Because pixel-wise graph inference
can be time-consuming [34], we build the graph on a reduced set of pixels and
later propagate the labels to remaining pixels (Fig. 2). According to the experimental results, incorporating information from multiple frames leads to better
segmentation results.
We tested the proposed method on the DAVIS 2016 dataset [29] and the
FBMS-59 dataset [27]. The experimental results demonstrate superior performance over previous state-of-the-art methods. The contribution includes: 1)
proposing a trainable bilateral network to estimate background based on motion cues and objectness; 2) efficient multi-frame reasoning via graph cut of a
reduced set of points seeded across objects; and 3) achieving state-of-the-art re-
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sults on the DAVIS 2016 and the FBMS-59 datasets with intersection-over-union
(IoU) scores of 80.4% and 73.9%, and outperforms previous best results by 1.9%
and 2.0%, respectively.

2

Related Work

Unsupervised video object segmentation. Prior to the popularity of deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN), some methods used a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) and optical flow to build an appearance model and a motion
model, respectively [22]. Graph cut is a commonly used technique that integrates
the appearance/motion model with temporal/spatial smoothness by optimizing
a cost function [28], [34]. It is important to formulate the problem in a way so that
it can be solved efficiently, e.g. [26]. The proposed method also uses graph cut to
jointly optimize a cost function, but we formulate the graph cut over a subset of
diverse seed points and rely on deep embeddings from CNNs to better model the
similarity between pixels. Later, CNNs, including fully convolutional networks
(FCN) that were initially developed for image segmentation [25], were adopted
to segment the moving objects in videos. A common approach is training an FCN
to generate a binary mask for each frame [3]. A dual branch CNN is used in [5],
[16], [32]. It takes in a frame and its optical flow (or two consecutive frames) to
generate appearance and motion features. These features are combined in a later
stage and finally the network produces a binary mask. MP [31] relies on optical
flow solely to produce the motion-salient regions. Due to the lack of guidance
from object masks, it therefore also identifies “moving stuff” such as waves. A
common challenge for VOS is the lack of densely annotated videos. FSEG [16]
proposes to generate masks from weakly labeled data (bounding boxes). IET [24]
transfers the instance embeddings learned from static images and uses heuristics
to identify representative embeddings of the moving objects. SfMNet [35] learns
object models and motion patterns without mask annotations by differentiable
rendering.
Semi-supervised video object segmentation. As mentioned above, for semisupervised VOS, the object masks for the first frame (or more) are provided,
which allow building an accurate appearance model. One common framework
for semi-supervised VOS is mask propagation [17], [21], where the predicted
mask of the previous frame and the new RGB frame are input to the network.
The propagation process can be viewed as a modification of the previous frame
mask. Another framework for semi-supervised VOS is binary mask prediction
conditioned on the user-input frames [3], [5], [36], which usually requires online fine-tuning for optimal performance. That is, during inference, the network
weights are updated by further training on the provided mask. Online fine-tuning
is expensive in terms of both runtime and memory, as each query sequence has
a unique model stored. Therefore, these approaches do not scale well. Graph cut
is also used for semi-supervised VOS [19], [26]. BVS [26] samples a regular grid
in the bilateral space and conducts graph cut on the grid vertices. CTN [19]
uses a CNN to identify confident foreground and background regions based on
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the provided masks and optical flow. Then a graph is built, taking the color and
motion similarity into consideration. PLM [37] compares the deep features of pixels from later frames with the first-frame pixels and determines the foreground
probability. It also demands online fine-tuning for optimal performance.
Image segmentation. Semantic image segmentation and object instance segmentation are two important problems in computer vision and attract a lot attention recently [4], [9], [10], [11], [13], [14], [25], [38]. One popular architecture
for image segmentation is the fully convolutional neural network (FCN), which
predict a label for each pixel [4], [25]. In semantic segmentation, the goal is to
assign a semantic category label to each pixel. Building VOS approaches upon
the semantic segmentation network has a natural limitation: object instances
from the same category cannot be distinguished. Since we may need to track
one moving instance from multiple static instances of the same category (e.g. a
moving car out from parked cars) in VOS, we rely on instance segmentation networks [6], [9], where different instances are distinguishable. In [9], an embedding
vector is generated for each pixel and the distance between embedding vectors
encode the probability of two pixels belonging to the same instance. IET [24]
transfers these embeddings without further fine-tuning on video datasets and
choose representative embeddings for foreground and background heuristically
for each frame. Then the segmentation is done on each frame individually, so the
masks are not temporally smooth enough. In this proposed method, we build
a graph of sampled pixels from multiple frames and rely on the embeddings to
measure the similarity along the time dimension.

3

Method

The proposed method is explained in detail in this section. An overview is depicted in Fig. 2. It contains three modules: 1) background estimation with a
motion-based bilateral network, 2) classification of sampled pixels with graph
cut, and 3) frame segmentation by propagating labels of sampled pixels.
3.1

Motion-based bilateral networks for background estimation

Motion cues are essential to the solution of the unsupervised VOS problem. In
MP [31], a binary segmentation neural network uses the optical flow vector as
the input and produces a motion saliency map. Due to the camera motion, flow
patterns do not always correspond to moving objects. Consider the following two
scenarios: 1) an object with the leftward motion and a static camera, and 2) an
object with the rightward motion and a camera following the object. The latter
is viewed as left-moving background with a static object. The flow patterns are
flipped for the two scenarios yet both expect high motion saliency on objects. In
other words, it is confusing for the network to find motion-salient objects solely
relying on optical flow.
To address this problem, we integrate optical flow with objectness scores to
estimate the background, which includes static objects and non-objects (also
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Fig. 2. An overview of the proposed method that consists of three modules. The background is estimated from the inverse objectness map and the optical flow through a
bilateral network (BNN) in Module 1, which is enclosed in light blue. Then, an embedding graph that contains sampled pixels (marked by dots) from a set of consecutive
frames as vertices is constructed. The unary cost is defined based on the objectness and
the estimated background from the BNN. The pairwise cost is from instance embedding and optical flow similarity. All vertices are classified in Module 2 by optimizing
the total cost, where magenta and yellow dots denote the foreground and background
vertices, respectively. Finally, the graph vertex labels are propagated to all remaining
pixels based on embedding similarity in Module 3. Best viewed in color

known as stuff [12]). Given an objectness map output from a segmentation
network [9], we can locate stuff regions by thresholding the objectness map. The
optical flow in those regions can model the motion patterns of background (due to
the camera motion). By identifying regions of similar motion, we can associate
static objects with the background. In other words, background is expanded
from stuff regions to include static objects. Inspired by temporal propagation in
semi-supervised VOS with the bilateral space [17], [26], we solve this background
expansion problem with a bilateral network (BNN) [18], i.e. generalized bilateral
filtering by replacing default Gaussian filters [1], [33] with learnable ones.
Bilateral filtering. We briefly review the bilateral filtering below and refer
to [1], [18] for more details. Bilateral filtering is implemented by four steps:
1) constructing a bilateral grid, 2) splatting the features of input samples to
the high-dimensional bilateral grid, 3) convolution on the high-dimensional grid,
and 4) slicing the filtered features on grid back to samples of interest. Let d
and fq ∈ Rd denote the dimension of the bilateral space and the position vector
of sample q in the bilateral space, respectively. In addition, let sI (i), sV (v) and
sO (o) denote the feature of an input sample i, a vertex v of the bilateral grid, and
an output sample o. We explain the case with the feature being a scalar below,
but the process can be generalized to vector features (e.g., for image denoising,
the feature is the 3-D color components) by repeating for each feature channel.
A bilateral filtering process with d = 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 2-D bilateral
grid partitions the space into rectangles, and the position of each vertex v can
be described by fv ∈ Rd . The feature on the vertex is obtained by accumulating
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Fig. 3. Illustration of a fast bilateral filtering pipeline with a bilateral space of dimension d = 2: 1) splatting (left): the available features from input samples (orange
squares) are accumulated on the bilateral grid; 2) convolving (center): the accumulated features on vertices are filtered and propagated to neighbors; and 3) slicing
(right): the feature of any sample with a known position in the bilateral space can be
obtained by interpolation from its surrounding vertices

the features of input samples in its neighbor rectangles, in form of
X
sV (v) =
w(fv , fi )sI (i),

(1)

i∈Ω(v)

where w(fv , fi ) is the weight function that defines the influence from sample i
on vertex v and Ω(v) stands for the neighborhood of v. Commonly used weight
functions w(·, ·) include multilinear interpolation and the nearest neighbor indicator. Afterwards, filters, c(·), are applied to the splatted feature on the grid, as
shown in the center figure of Fig. 3:
s′V (v) =

X

sV (v − m)c(m),

(2)

m

where s′V (v) is the filtered feature on vertex v. Finally, the filtered features on
vertices are sliced to an output sample, o, given its position fo , as shown in the
right figure of Fig. 3. Mathematically, the feature of sample o is obtained by
X
sO (o) =
w(fo , fv )s′V (v),
(3)
v∈Ω(o)

where Ω(o) represents the set of surrounding vertices, with a set size of 2d . The
weight function w(·, ·) is identical with the one in Eq. (1).
The filter c(·) in Eq. (2) is Gaussian in traditional bilateral filtering. It is
generalized to learnable filters in [18], which can be trained by minimizing a loss
defined between sO (o) and the target feature of o. The learnable filters compose
the bilateral networks (BNN) [17].
Motion-based bilateral networks. A commonly used bilateral space is composed by color components (e.g., RGB) and location indices (x, y), so the 5-D
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position vector can be written as f = (r, g, b, x, y)T . For videos, the timestep, t,
is often taken as an additional dimension, yielding f = (r, g, b, x, y, t)T [17], [26].
In the proposed method, we expand static regions spatially based on motion.
Therefore, we have f = (dx, dy, x, y)T , where (dx, dy)T denotes the optical flow
vector. We do not expand the static region temporally because optical flows on
consecutive frames are not necessarily aligned. We build a regular grid of size
(Gf low , Gf low , Gloc , Gloc ) in this 4-D bilateral space. To obtain a set of input
samples for splatting, we locate the stuff pixels by thresholding the objectness
map. This set of stuff pixels is the initial background, denoted by B init . We use
the inverted objectness score as the feature to be splatted from an input pixel,
sI (i) = 1 − pObj (i), i ∈ B init .

(4)

The inverted objectness score can be viewed as a soft vote for the background
and the splatting process by Eq. (1) is to accumulate the background votes on
the vertices of the bilateral grid. After that, a 4-D filter is applied to propagate
the votes to neighboring vertices. Finally, by slicing, the propagated votes are
forwarded to the remaining pixels on the same frame, based on their optical flow
and spatial locations.
To train the BNN, we clip the negative background votes by ReLU and apply
the tanh function to convert the clipped votes to background probability,
pBG
bnn (j) =

1 − exp {−2 × ReLU [sO (j)]}
,
1 + exp {−2 × ReLU [sO (j)]}

(5)

and the training loss is the cross entropy between pBG
bnn and the inverted ground
truth mask,
X
BG
[1 − y(j)] ln pBG
(6)
L=−
bnn (j) + y(j) ln[1 − pbnn (j)],
j

where y(j) ∈ {0, 1} is the ground truth, with 0 and 1 representing background
and foreground, respectively.
3.2

Embedding graph cut

Because optical flow computation is imperfect, the estimated background is not
a suitable final segmentation. For example, the static parts of non-rigid objects
will receive high background scores from the BNN, resulting in false negatives.
To achieve more accurate masks, we integrate the predicted background region
with the pixel-wise instance embeddings from [9]. The embedding is a representation vector of a pixel, and the Euclidean distance between two embeddings
measures the (dis-)similarity between pixels. Here the similarity is defined as the
probability of two pixels belonging to the same object instance. Mathematically,
the similarity score of two pixels, i and j, is expressed as
R(i, j) =

2
,
1 + exp(||ei − ej ||22 )

(7)
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Fig. 4. An illustration of embedding graph construction. We extract seeds based on
the embedding discrepancy map, which become graph nodes. Edges connect nodes that
are spatial neighbors or from consecutive frames (see texts for the definition of spatial
neighbors). Best viewed in color

where ei is the instance embedding vector for pixel i. The instance embeddings
are explicitly trained to encode the similarity by minimizing the cross entropy
between R(i, j) and the ground truth identical instance indicator in [9].
Given that the instance embeddings describing pixel similarity, the objectness
score and background score from the BNN, we adopt the graph cut method to
classify pixels by minimizing a cost function. Graph cut has been used previously
to solve VOS over either pixel-level graphs [34] or superpixel-level graphs [28].
The former is time consuming considering the number of pixels in a video while
the latter is prone to superpixel error. In BVS [26], the graph cut was conducted
on a 6-D bilateral grid (composed by color, spatial and temporal positions).
However, it is not realistic to build a grid graph in the bilateral space with
high dimensional instance embeddings and locations since the splatting/slicing
process would be time-consuming and the resulting grid would be sparse.
In the proposed method, we still construct a graph with pixels as vertices.
To save computation, the graph is built from a small subset of pixels that are
approximately evenly distributed in the spatial space and located at stable points
of the instance embedding map. These sampled pixels are called “seeds” and
labeled via cost minimization. Then, their labels are propagated to all pixels,
which will be explained later.
Building an embedding graph. As aforementioned, building a pixel-level
graph leads to time-consuming graph cut. To reduce computation load, we follow the seed extraction process in [24] to find a set of pixels with representative
embeddings on every frame. To classify the seeds on frame t, we build a graph
based on seeds from frames (t − 1) to (t + 1), i.e., a temporal window of length
3 centered at t. Using a different temporal window that covers frame t is also
possible, as studied in Sec. 4.4. We denote the seed set by V. The next step is
to link seeds with edges in the graph. Given the seeds on a frame, we identify
the closest seed to every pixel, and we link the seeds with a graph edge if two
neighboring pixels are closest to different seeds. These edges are called spatial
edges. For seeds from consecutive frames, they are densely linked to yield temporal edges. Other seed pairs are not connected. The graph edges are denoted
by E. An illustration of the embedding graph of seeds is displayed in Fig. 4.
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Graph cut. A cut of the embedding graph is obtained by minimizing the following cost function:
X
X
φ(i) + λ
L=
[l(i) 6= l(j)]θ(i, j),
(8)
i∈V

(i,j)∈E

where l(i) ∈ {0, 1} is the assigned label to pixel i, φ(·) is the unary cost, and
θ(·, ·) is the pairwise cost. The unary cost is given by
φ(i) = [1 − l(i)]φBG (i) + l(i)φF G (i),

(9)

where φBG (i) and φF G (i) are the costs for node i to be labeled as background
and foreground, respectively. For background cost, we utilize the background
probability from Eq. (5). For foreground cost, it is defined by the objectness
score, pObj (i), obtained by the segmentation network [9]:
φBG (i) = − ln pBG
bnn (i);

(10)

φF G (i) = − ln pObj (i).

(11)

The pairwise cost encourages similar nodes being assigned to the same category, reducing errors from static parts of non-rigid objects. We consider both
instance similarity via embeddings ei and the motion similarity via optical flow
mi = [dxi , dyi ]T . Specifically, θ(i, j) is given by
θ(i, j) = exp(−

||ei − ej ||22
||mi − mj ||22
) + δ(ti , tj )α exp(−
),
2
2
σe
σm

(12)

where σe and σm are the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernels, α is the
importance of the motion similarity relative to the embedding similarity and
ti is the frame index. If seeds i and j are from different frames, the motion
similarity term is ignored as reflected by the dirac delta term, δ(ti , tj ), since
their optical flow may not be aligned. Although instance embeddings are trained
on images, they are shown to be stable over consecutive frames in [24]. Thus, they
are applicable to measure the similarity across frames. Our studies in Sec. 4.4
show that considering this inter-frame similarity is beneficial and ignoring the
temporal edges leads to inferior performance.
3.3

Label propagation

After graph cut, the final step is to propagate the label from seeds to remaining
pixels. Given an arbitrary pixel, i, with its temporal-spatial location denoted
by (xi , yi , ti )T , we can identify its neighboring seeds on frame ti by finding its
spatially closest seed and the spatial neighbors of that seed in the graph. Besides
seeds on frame ti , we also include the neighboring seeds for the pixels located at
(xi , yi , ti − 1)T and (xi , yi , ti + 1)T , i.e., pixels with the same spatial location in
the previous frame and the following frame, as shown in Fig. 5. The neighboring
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Fig. 5. Given an arbitrary pixel (marked by the diamond), its surrounding nodes (in
red circles) are identified from the current frame, the previous frame (omitted here)
and the following frame. The label of the node with the shortest embedding distance
is assigned to the pixel. Best viewed in color

seed set for pixel i is denoted by N (i). Among the seeds in N (i), the one with
the shortest embedding distance to i is found via
n = arg min ||ei − em ||22 .
m∈N (i)

(13)

The label of seed n is assigned to pixel i. We estimate the probability that pixel
i is foreground from the shortest embedding distance to the nodes labeled as
foreground and background in N (i), denoted by dF G (i) and dBG (i), respectively.
The foreground probability is defined by
pF G (i) =

exp[−d2F G (i)]
.
exp[−d2F G (i)] + exp[−d2BG (i)]

(14)

Note that if the nodes in N (i) are all foreground (or background), then pF G (i)
is defined to be 1 (or 0). Because the resolution of the dense embedding map is
lower than the original video, we upsample the probability map using the multilinear interpolation to the original resolution and further refine it with a dense
conditional random field (CRF) [23].

4
4.1

Experiments
Datasets and evaluation metrics

The proposed method is evaluated on the DAVIS 2016 dataset [29] and the
Freiburg-Berkeley Motion Segmentation 59 (FBMS-59) dataset [27]. The latter
has multiple moving objects labeled separately. By following [31], [24], we convert
the annotation to binary masks by grouping individual object masks.
DAVIS 2016. The DAVIS 2016 dataset [29] contains 50 densely annotated
video sequences with high resolution. It is partitioned into two splits, train and
val, with 30 and 20 sequences, respectively. Some videos from this dataset are
challenging due to motion blur, occlusion and object deformation. The evaluation metrics include region similarity, boundary accuracy and temporal stability,
proposed in [29]. The region similarity, denoted by J , is defined as the intersection over union (IoU) between the annotation and the predicted mask. To
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measure the boundary accuracy, denoted by F, the annotation boundary and
the predicted mask boundary are compared and the F-score (the harmonic mean
of precision and recall) is computed. The temporal stability, T , measures the
deformation needed to transform from one frame to its succeeding frame, and
higher deformation means less smooth masks over time. This metric is applied
to a subset of sequences in DAVIS 2016 as described in [29].
FBMS-59. 59 video sequences are collected in the FBMS-59 dataset [27]. In
contrast to DAVIS, this dataset is sparsely annotated, with masks of 720 frames
provided. We test the proposed method on the test split, containing 30 sequences.
Apart from the aforementioned region IoU (J ), we also use the F-score protocol
from [27] for this dataset, being consistent with previous methods.
4.2

Implementation

We train the bilateral network on the DAVIS 2016 train split. For each frame,
the 4-D bilateral space position vector (dx, dy, x, y) of pixels is normalized within
each frame and then input to the BNN. Theoretically, the learnable filters can
be any 4-D tensor, but practically, to reduce the number of parameters of the
network, the BNN is composed of four cascaded 1-D filters, one for each dimension. To train the BNN, we set the batch size to 64 and use a learning
rate of 0.0001, with a total of 10k steps. Data augmentation is done by random
sampling M = 50k pixels in the low objectness region (pObj < 0.001) for splatting. During inference, we pick the M pixels with the lowest objectness score.
The objectness score used for the BNN is from [9] and the optical flow is computed by a re-implementation of FlowNet2.0 [15]. For embedding graph cut, we
use the instance embeddings from [9], where the training is conducted on the
Pascal dataset [7]. We do not further fine-tune on any video dataset. The hyperparameters are determined by cross validation: the pairwise cost weight, λ is 0.1;
the variance for instance embeddings and optical flow in Eq. (12), σe2 = 1 and
2
σm
= 10. The weight of the motion similarity relative to embedding similarity,
α, is set to 1.
4.3

Performance comparison

DAVIS 2016. The results on DAVIS 2016 are displayed in Tab. 1. The proposed
method outperforms other methods under the unsupervised scenario in terms
of J Mean and F Mean, with an improvement of 1.9% and 3.0% over the
second best method, IET [24]. Note that for J Mean, our method even achieves
slightly better results than some recent semi-supervised methods, OSVOS [3]
and MSK [21]. In terms of temporal stability, our method is the second best in
the unsupervised category: 1.3% worse than the most stable method, LVO [32].
We provide some visualized results in Fig. 6 and more can be found in the
supplementary material.
FBMS-59. The proposed method is evaluated on the test split of the FBMS-59
dataset, which has 30 sequences. The results are listed in Table 2. Our method
outperforms the second best method, IET [24], in the J Mean and the F-score
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Fig. 6. Qualitative segmentation results from DAVIS 2016 val split. The four sequences
feature motion blur, occlusion, large object appearance change, and static objects in
background, respectively
Table 1. The results on the val split of DAVIS 2016 dataset [29]. The proposed method
outperforms other unsupervised methods in terms of J /F Mean, and is even better
than some semi-supervised methods. For the temporal stability (T ), our method is the
second best. The J value of each sequence is provided in the supplementary material

J
J
J
F
F
F
T

Semi-supervised
Unsupervised
OAVOS[36] OSVOS[3] MSK[21] SFL[5] LVO[32] MP[31] FSEG[16] ARP[22] IET[24] Ours
Mean ↑
86.1
79.8
79.7
67.4
75.9
70.0
70.7
76.2
78.6 80.4
Recall ↑
96.1
93.6
93.1
81.4
89.1
85.0
83.5
91.1
93.2
Decay ↓
5.2
14.9
8.9
6.2
0.0
1.3
1.5
7.0
4.8
Mean ↑
84.9
80.6
75.4
66.7
72.1
65.9
65.3
70.6
76.1 78.5
Recall ↑
89.7
92.6
87.1
77.1
83.4
79.2
73.8
83.5
88.6
Decay ↓
5.8
15.0
9.0
5.1
1.3
2.5
1.8
7.9
4.4
Mean ↓
19.0
37.8
21.8
28.2
26.5
57.2
32.8
39.3
27.8

by 2% and 0.4%, respectively. We provide visualized segmentation results for the
FBMS-59 dataset in the supplementary material.
4.4

Analysis of module contributions

Motion-based BNNs. A video clip can be segmented by directly thresholding
the background probability pBG
bnn in Eq. (5). That is, a pixel is foreground if
pBG
<
T
and
we
set
T
=
0.5. This serves as the first baseline and is denoted
bnn
bnn
bnn
by “BNN”. Since optical flow is error-prone, raw results from the motion-based
BNN are not satisfactory, especially when there are unstable stuff regions, e.g.,
waves. The second baseline is obtained by adaptively thresholding pBG
bnn by the
Obj
objectness score pObj . Namely, a pixel belongs to foreground if pBG
,
bnn < p
which effectively eliminates false positives in unstable stuff regions. This baseline
is referred as “Obj-BNN”. It combines the motion and objectness signals without
utilizing the instance embedding or graph cut (also equivalent to assigning label
to pixels based on the unary potentials only). Adding objectness boosts the
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Table 2. Performance comparison on the test split of the FBMS-59 dataset [27]
Method NLC [8] CUT [20] FST [28] CVOS [30] LVO [32] MP [31] ARP [22] IET [24] Ours
J Mean 44.5
55.5
59.8
71.9 73.9
F-score
76.8
69.2
74.9
77.8
77.5
82.8 83.2

performance of “BNN” by 20.9%, as shown in Tab. 3. The motion-based BNN
with objectness achieves better results than previous methods using dual-branch
CNNs [5], [16], [32]3 , in terms of J Mean on the val split of DAVIS 2016.
The embedding graph. The embedding graph can be constructed in multiple
ways depending on how the pairwise cost is defined and how graph nodes are
linked in Tab. 4. Without the graph cut, the results match the “Obj-BNN”
baseline in Tab. 3. We present J Mean results with (77.6) and without (74.7) the
CRF refinement. We then constructed the embedding graph without temporal
edges. Three options for pairwise cost in Eq. (12) were tested: considering the
similarity in embedding space only (row 2), the similarity in motion only (row
3), and both (row 4). We then explored adding different temporal dependencies
to the full intra-frame model. We connected seeds in consecutive frames sparsely
(row 5): for a seed pair from consecutive frames, we check the seed regions
formed by the pixels closest to a seed. If their corresponding seed regions spatially
overlap by at least one pixel, they are connected by a temporal edge. We also
connected seeds in consecutive frames densely (row 6). The variants of embedding
graph cut are evaluated by the J Mean of the final segmentation with seed labels
propagated to all pixels. Best performance is observed with both embedding and
motion similarities considered and dense temporal edges.
Table 3. Performance comparison between results of the motion-based BNN and other
dual-branch methods on DAVIS 2016 val split (without CRF refinement)
Method SFL [5] LVO [32] FSEG [16] BNN Obj-BNN
J Mean 67.4
70.1
70.7
53.8
74.7
F Mean 66.7
65.9
50.1
70.9

Online processing. The capability to process videos online, where results are
generated for frames within a fixed latency, is a desirable feature. Using only
preceding frames4 produces the shortest latency and is causal. To process the
t-th frame online, the embedding graph is built within a frame window, using
seeds from frames (t − W ) to t for the causal case and (t − W ) to (t + W ) for
the acausal case. As shown in Tab. 5, building the embedding graph with only
the current and previous frames does not affect the performance much. Note
that W = 0 eliminates temporal edges and gives the appropriately lower results
3

4

Note that [5] is not as comparable as [16] and [32]. Its motion branch does not take
in explicitly computed optical flow but two consecutive frames instead.
We allow accessing frame (t + 1) for optical flow computation for frame t.
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Table 4. Performance comparison of different pairwise costs and seed linking schemes.
Motion similarity and dense temporal edges help to achieve better performance
Similarity
Temporal edges
Metrics
Variant
Embed. Motion Sparse Dense J Mean J Mean (+CRF)
Obj-BNN
74.7
77.6
Similarity
X
74.3
78.0
features for
X
74.8
77.5
pairwise cost
X
X
75.7
78.9
Inter-frame
X
X
X
76.2
79.8
seed linking
X
X
X
77.3
80.4
Table 5. Building the embedding graph with different sets of consecutive frames for
online and offline processing. Under the online scenario, we consider a temporal window
of length (W +1) ending at frame t. For offline processing, a window of length (2W +1)
centered at t is used. For label propagation, using seeds from the previous, the current
and the following frames gives the optimal results. This group of variants is evaluated
on DAVIS 2016 val set with J Mean (without CRF) as the metric. Causal variants
(i.e., for online processing) are marked by a star (“*”)

Frames for label prop.
Current
+Previous
+Following

Causal graph window
W = 0 W = 1 W = 5 W = 10
75.3* 76.8* 76.9* 76.9*
75.4* 77.0* 77.0* 77.1*
75.7 77.3 77.2
77.3

Acausal graph window
W = 1 W = 5 W = 10
77.0 76.9
76.8
77.2 77.0
77.0
77.3 77.2
77.2

matching Tab. 4. We also explore which frames are used for propagating labels
from seeds to pixels in Eq. (13): in the top row, only the current frame is used to
propagate labels; in the middle row, labels are propagated to pixels from seeds
in the current and previous frames; in the bottom row, labels are propagated
from the current, previous, and following frames. In the acausal case, we found
that W = 1 gave the best performance, with seeds from the previous and the
following frames included for label propagation.

5

Conclusions

A motion-based bilateral network (BNN) is proposed to reduce the false positives from static but semantically similar objects for the VOS problem in this
paper. Based on optical flow and objectness scores, a BNN identifies regions
with motion patterns similar to those of non-object regions, which help classify
static objects as background. The estimated background obtained by the BNN
is further integrated with instance embeddings for multi-frame reasoning. The
integration is done by graph cut, and to improve its efficiency, we build a graph
consisting of a set of sampled pixels called seeds. Finally, frames are segmented
by propagating the label of seeds to remaining pixels. It is shown by experiments
that the proposed method achieves the state-of-the-art performance in several
benchmarking datasets.
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